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Being an avid dancer there is no wonder, why I was immediately drawn to the sporty 2017 Nissan Juke Crossover. The Oxford dictionary defines Juke as, “Dance, especially to the music of a jukebox” (Oxford 2018). One test drive of this car and you’ll see the connection. This car literally dances down the roadway to the stretched-out bumpy asphalt highway’s jukebox-like beats. This car looks amazing – available in vibrant colors that pop out at you like a cork from a shook champagne bottle. Furthermore, the number of technology features in the stylish Juke far surpasses any of those in similar modern SUV crossovers that I have driven. It has the desired features of a high-end sports car; a fast performance engine; a chic exterior, and a luxurious interior that is one of a kind. And if that isn’t already the chrome molding on this jukebox’s cake, this car also has one of the best safety ratings among similar SUVs in its class (Juke Safety 2017)

The Juke SL is my preferred model. It truly says comfort with numerous opulent appointments such as leather seating, soft plush carpeting, a heated steering wheel and headrest, and a voice-controlled GPS navigation system. The Juke hugs curved roads like a mommy Bear holds onto her cubs, tight and with great handling. When your seated in the drivers spot, you’ll swear you’re in a normal height SUV due to its elevated seating feature. You can feasibly ride this car in any weather if you opt for the all-wheel drive model. The specifications on this car include automatic transmission, 18-inch aluminum alloy wheels, and an intercooled turbo premium 1.6-litter engine that gets 30 miles per gallon on the open road (Juke Specs 2017).

The Juke has an independent emergency braking system that works separately from the driver and activates the brakes under conditions where an impending front-end impact is imminently predicted to occur. This can happen if you are approaching a stopped car at a stoplight and you take your eyes accidently off the road as you approach the stopped vehicle. Other safety features include a side proximity warning siren. This alarm activates if a car on the lateral areas of the vehicle, the blind spots, gets to close. This could be their fault or yours if you are trying to get into the next lane without looking over your shoulder at those hidden spaces (Nissan Juke 2017).

Other noteworthy features of the 2017 Nissan Juke are its Apple CarPlay, XM satellite radio, bluetooth phone support and a 10-inch touch sensitive screen that connects with the onboard DVD player. Such a variety of options guarantees that the driver and occupants will definitely have their entertainment needs met on and off the road. The 2017 Nissan Juke Crossover — My Kind of Car.
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